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Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all our
readers and Watch members from Who Can You Trust
and staff and management of
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Crooks are trying to cash in on the Pandora name by setting up fake websites

Beware this Pandora’s Box
PANDORA jewellery offers buyers class
and luxury and you can find one of their
stores in virtually every shopping mall
across the country.
But Christnmas shoppers are being
warned they could be ripped off by criminals if they enter details online this season.
There has been an alarming rise in the
number of fraudulent Pandora websites
selling counterfeit goods on the internet.
The online pages, which offer up to 70%
reductions, are uncannily like the official
online jewellery store, however, hand your
details over and you could be left hundreds
of pounds out of pocket, or at best, with a
fake item.
These are some of the online stores confirmed to be fake by Pandora:
www.pandoracenter.com
www.pandorasestore.com
www.pandorajewelrycollection.com
www.pandoratok.com
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www.pandoraub.com
www.pandora-charms.top
www.pandoraads.com
www.pandorasukstores.com
www.pandoraoutlet.hu
www.pandoraukoutlets.com
www.pandoraukeonline.com
www.pandoracharmsclearance.us
www.pandoracenter.net
www.pandoraop.com/
www.outletpandorastore.net
www.argenuks.com
www.beadazle.com
www.pdbtny.com
www.nopandora.com

On Facebook, a customer reported that
they'd ordered several charms at a total
price of £235 from the website. They later
discovered they'd been billed £265 instead.
To date, the items have still not arrived.
Hundreds more have also since been
shared on the official Pandora Facebook
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page - with customers being warned to
check here if they are suspicious .
Head of Group Press. Martin Kjærsgaard
Nielsen said: “We are fully aware that there
are dark forces out there who seek to
exploit and misuse our strong brand with
counterfeit jewellery.
“This is obviously completely unacceptable and we are taking and will continue to
take necessary measures to end this practice.”
Another user complained about how
their wife paid for goods from one of the
websites on Sunday November 5, and by
the following Tuesday the site had gone.
The Pandora Scam Sites Facebook page
isn't official but was set up two years ago
by jewellery boutique owner Kim
Farrington. It is aimed at warning shoppers
about the dangers of hunting for a bargain
on Pandora products online.
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Christmas Quiz
1. Which word, often associated with Christmas, stems from the
Greek word for circle dance ?
2. Which English leader prohibited the singing of Christmas songs ?
3. The following are words from which Christmas songs ?
a. she didnt see me creep down the stairs to have a peep
b. she'd been drinking too much egg nog
c. once bitten and twice shy I keep my distance
d. in the lane the snow is glistenin
e. the choir of children sing their song they practiced all year long
4. People claim the first unofficial football international between
Germany and a Scotland/England side was played on a Christmas
Day. The pitch or playing field was found between what ?
5. The Christmas film 'Miracle on 34th Street' has been remade
many times. Who won a best supporting actor Oscar for the role
of Kris Kringle in the original 1947 film and which two time Oscar
winner played Kris in the 1994 remake ?
6. 'Who' catches the Grinch red handed stealing Christmas presents ?
7. In which country does an ugly old witch named Bafana deliver
presents on the 6th of December ?
a. Australia
b. Austria
c. Italy
d. Mexico
8. In which country is St. Nick called Sinterklaas ?
9. "Good King Wenceslas looked out on the feast of Stephan". In
which country was Wenceslas king ?
10. Apparently, while poking at the fire, the London sweet shop
owner Tom Smith got the inspiration to make what ?
11. Born Christmas Day 1887 Nicholson Hilton, the founder of one
of the worlds largest Hotel chains, what was his first name?
12. Born on Christmas Day 1918, which ex President of Egypt?
13. Born on Christmas Day 1899 the famous actor who had the
middle name DeForrest, who made his debut in the film The
Petrified Forest in 1936?
14. Born on Christmas Day 1949, the cousin of actor Rip Torn who
went onto play the title roles in Carrie and a Coalminers Daughter?

15. Born on Christmas Day 1954 the one time singer with the
Eurythmics, who?
16. Died on Christmas Day in which year Charlie Chaplin, 1972,
1977, 1982, 1987, 1992
17. On this day in which year was William the Conqueror crowned
at Westminster Abbey?
18. On this day in 1864 the traditional swim in the Serpentine first
took place, in which park?
19. On Christmas Day in 1950 what was stolen from Westminster
Abbey?
20. In the song, the 12 days of Christmas, what gift did my true
love give to me on the 7th day of Christmas?
21. Who wrote the song "Im dreaming of a white Christmas"?
22. Who popularised the Christmas tree in England in the 19th
century?
23. When Kevin is left home alone for the first time, where is the
familys destination for their Christmas vacation?
24. What is the name of the fruit sauce which is a traditional
accompaniment to the Christmas Turkey?
25. On what did Marley's ghostly face first appear to Scrooge in
Dickens' A Christmas Carol?
26. Which word, associated with Christmas, comes from a Greek
word meaning "we can act anything"?
27. "Christmas won't be Christmas without any presents" is the
first line from which literary classic by Louisa May Alcott?
28. Whose is the first voice to be heard on the original recording of
Band Aid's 'Do they Know It's Christmas?
29. True or false: Traditionally German children are not allowed to
see the Christmas tree until Christmas Day (which is celebrated on
the 24th of December).
30. True or false: The traditional Christmas dinner in early England
was the head of a pig prepared with mustard.
31. Who was sang about a Blue Christmas in 1957?
32. In which year did Wham get a monster hit with "Last
Christmas"?
33. Which sultry voice was driving home for Christmas?

Answers
1. Carol (choranlein)
2. Oliver Cromwell
3. Five Answers:
a. I saw mommy kissin Santa
Claus
b. Grandma got run over by
a reindeer
c. Last Christmas
d. Winter Wonderland
e. Wonderful Christmas Time
4. Between the trenches in no mans
land, Christmas 1914. ( No match
report is available but it seems the
Germans won 3-2.)
5. Edmund Gwenn and Richard
Attenborough
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6. Cindy Lou Who
7. Answer c. Italy To naughty children "Lo dico alla Befana" (I'll tell
the Befana !!)
8. Holland
9. Bohemia (Czech Republic)
10. Christmas crackers
11. Conrad
12. Anwar Sadat
13. Humphrey Bogart
14. Sissy Spacek
15. Annie Lennox
16. 1977
17. 1066
18. Hyde Park
19. The Stone of Scone
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20. Seven swans a swimming
21. Irving Berlin
22. Prince Albert
23. Paris
24. Cranberry
25. The door knocker
26. Pantomime
27. Little Women
28. Paul Young
29. True
30. True again!
31. The King, Elvis Presley
32. 1984
33. Chris Rea
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MORE than £100 million will be spent on
toys and accessories at Christmas - and that’s
just for counterfeit products that could kill.
The fake industry is booming and every year
Trading Standards are alert to bogus goods
that are being sold at boot sales, markets and
even in your local pub.
They are also extra vigilant at docks and
U.K. borders as criminals try to smuggle in
toys, electrical decorations, perfume and jewellery to cash in on the lucrative festive trade.
But trading standards officers across the
country are warning that your child or grandchild may be in danger from knock-off toys
that have small, loose parts and clothes made
from toxic materials or that don't meet safety
requirements.
Over £22 billion is likely to be spent on
Christmas by UK households
this year, and officials are
warning of the dangers of
shoppers picking up bogus
goods as they look to bag a
bargain and ease the financial strain.
In the past customs officers have detained
21,000 consignments of fake goods at UK borders, almost 170,000 dangerous and counterfeit goods were stopped from entering the UK
by border staff at Dover Docks, this included
3,000 Christmas lights that were not properly
insulated and could have caused electric
shocks were seized, along with almost 5,500
counterfeit toys.
The rest of the goods were sent back to
China after they were found not to confirm
with European standards.
Counterfeit goods are likely to be of poor
quality because of their low production costs
and corners being cut when items are made,
the TSI said, meaning they will not meet
required safety standards and will have shorter lifespans than legitimate products.
With Christmas upon us, the public are
being warned to be aware of some of the
most common fake goods – make-up, toys
and clothes, alcohol and electrical goods, all
of which can pose a serious danger.

Counterfeit make-up can contain the elements lead, copper, mercury, arsenic or cadmium, which can lead to swelling, rashes and
poisoning.
Fake alcohol has been found with traces of
methanol, antifreeze and fuel, which can
cause everything from nausea to stomach
pains to coma and death.
Missing and poor-quality components in
counterfeit electrical goods can lead to electric shocks, fires and explosions, while fake
children's toys and clothes can pose hazards
through dangerous small parts, long cords or
from toxic materials.
A TSI spokesman said that in the run up to
Christmas counterfeiters bring in seasonal
items, including the most popular toys, cosmetics, designer luggage and clothing.

your relative if you are giving them a counterfeit product as a Christmas present? You
might as well not give them anything.”
While counterfeit goods such as CDs and
DVDs can easily produced at home, the main
source for counterfeit toys and electrical
products is China and the Far East, with items
being imported via Europe by criminal gangs.
The gangs will produce anything that you
can wrap up and give as a present, despite
running the risk of facing up to 10 years in
prison or an unlimited fine for offences under
the Trademarks Act.
The person on the car boot sale will be
working cash-in-hand. The consumers see the
friendly face and think they are getting a
good bargain, but most often they are not.
These people are the front line, but the

Beware the festive fakes
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He said: “Anything that people want to give
at Christmas, the counterfeiters will bring it in
at this time of year as they see an opportunity
to sell and to make money.
“They are dealing in things that are cosmetic copies of reputable branded products.
Where the problem lies is that they are not
manufactured by genuine manufacturers.
“Manufacturing standards, materials and
paints that are used are not approved, and
they are not made in a controlled environment. So while people are buying something
that ordinarily looks like the genuine item it is
not.”
Fake goods are usually sold in ''informal''
supply chains – on the Internet, by street sellers, at car boot sales and by people going to
business premises to sell them.
But when it is given as a gift, what happens
when it breaks? Where do you take it back
to? How do you get your money back?'' The
spokesman added.
The key thing is this: what does it say to
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people behind it are criminal gangs and they
are only interested in making as much money
as possible. There is a massive criminal network behind counterfeit products.
The public can guard against knock-off
goods by carrying out their own due diligence
– buying from legitimate suppliers such as
reputable high street retailers where you can
take something back if it has gone wrong
"If people deal with legitimate supply chains
they are not going to have the same problems,” added the TSI spokesman.
“Counterfeiters make anything which is
desirable, things that tend to sell out in legitimate chains. What happens though in January
when something goes wrong, when your
nephew is crying because a wheel has
dropped off a toy or he is injured? That is the
undesirable side of the Christmas trade.
“It is far better to give a gift card and buy
something from a legitimate retail source
after Christmas.
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SUSSEX NEWS ROUND-UP
Prevention team launched
THE final change to Sussex Police’s local policing
model has now been put intoi place with the introduction of new Prevention teams.
The teams – made up of skilled PCSOs, officers and
staff, and formerly known as Neighbourhood Policing
Teams – will patrol the streets of Sussex where they
can make a difference and work closely with partners
to provide better solutions and improved outcomes.
Policing in the county now includes the Prevention
Teams, Response Teams and Investigation Teams.
Officers and staff have been involved throughout the
development of the new model .
When the Chief Constable began the changes in
2015, PCC Katy Bourne welcomed the ambition to
police within our means and to embrace innovation
and technology and more efficient ways of working.
Sussex Police must deploy its officers and resources
where they can have the greatest impact, both in
detecting and preventing crimes, and that will mean
visible changes to some communities.
To retain public confidence, the Prevention teams
will need to reach out to the public and show that,
although the service may look different on the
ground, it remains effective, alert and absolutely
focused on the issues that matter to local people.
As the Prevention teams begin work, Katy Bourne
will be closely monitoring their outputs whilst, at the
same time, listening and talking to Sussex residents to
ensure their experience and feedback is properly
reflected in the service they receive.

Tasty treat for officers
POLICE are reminding residents across East Sussex to
be on the alert for suspicious activity after nine house
burglaries in one day in the Polegate, Westham,
Bexhill areas.
The offences all happened between 8am and 6pm,
but police warn that that the burglars might strike
elsewhere.
Detectives are also appealing for information about
the occupants of a car who were seen acting suspiciously near one of the burglaries.
The car was a dark coloured Audi, possibly an A4,
with distinctive rear tinted windows, roof rails, alloy
wheels and LED headlights. The occupants were a
bald-headed man and a woman with blonde hair in a
pony tail.
If you have any information please contact Sussex
Police online or call 101, quoting serial 961 of 07/11.
Inspector Rachel Barrow said: “Please be on the
alert around houses, including your neighbours' houses, during the day, and dial 999 if you see anything
suspicious.
“Please also continue to take security precautions
around your own property."
nKeep all wallets, purses, credit cards and car keys
out of sight and out of reach
nIf you leave your house empty, even if you are in
the back garden, lock all the doors and windows.
nAn intruder alarm can be an effective deterrent
against burglars, seek advice to ensure it is the most
suitable for your needs.
nMake it a habit to mark your valuables by using
your postcode and house number or name.
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nSome articles are unsuitable for marking so photograph them next to a ruler.
nRegister your property at immobilise.com, it's free
of charge and can increase your chances of being
reunited with your property.

Beware illegal game
GAME dealers, restaurateurs, hotels and public houses are being advised to check that they are not buying illegally-killed game.
The warning is being made by Sussex Police after
the autumn heralded a potential seasonal rise in
poaching across the county, especially for deer, both
shot and coursed and also hares, again coursed illegally by poachers with dogs.
The force's Wildlife Crime Officer PCSO Daryl Holter
said: “The cosy, traditional image of a local countryman taking 'one for the pot' is far removed from the
gruesome reality of modern day poaching which can
be carried out on an all but commercial basis, often
by gangs travelling into the countryside from towns
and cities, sometimes from quite a distance.
“We have worked closely with rural communities
and partner agencies to tackle the problem in the
county for a number of years.
“We are preparing for an increase in reports due to
the time of year and would like to raise awareness
around poaching and associated activities early on.”
To prevent purchasing illegal meat, people are
advised not to buy from people who they do not
know, report suspicious gatherings in car parks
around vans or 4x4s and dealers in game should
show legal documentation for the sale of meat.
If you suspect illegal poaching is taking place, please
report online or call 101 - but if it’s happening there
and then dial 999 immediately. Alternatively, you can
call the independent charity Crimestoppers anonymously on 0800 555 111.

Bogus police alert
POLICE have issued a warning after three pensioners
were conned out of more than £20,000 by scammers
pretending to be police officers.
In the first incident an 84-year-old woman from
Westbourne received a call from a man pretending
to be a police officer in Holborn.
He told her he was investigating an incident and
asked her to send bank cards and cash to check for
fingerprints. He claimed the bank was involved and
she withdrew £8,000 from her bank and handed it to
a courier, together with her bank card and cheque
book, two days later.
In the second incident two days later officers said a
man pretending to be a London detective rang an 85year-old woman in Chichester. He said her pin had
been compromised in Scotland and told her to
choose a new password.
Over the next four days he got her to withdraw a
total of £7,500 cash on the pretext that this would
prevent it being taken out by someone else. She gave
the cash in three amounts to couriers who came to
the door on three separate occasions.
Then five days later a man giving the same details
rang a 90-year-old woman in Chichester. He claimed
people were using counterfeit money and they need-
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ed her help to investigate. He asked her to call 161
where a woman purported to confirm that he was a
genuine officer and told her to choose a password.
He told her to withdraw £2,500, which she did and
a courier came and collected the cash.
She received another call the next day and was
instructed to do the same. She made two withdrawals of £2,500 which were collected by a courier.

Taxi fare dodger
A TAXI fare dodger, who said he worked for investment bank JP Morgan as part of a scam deceiving
cab drivers, has been ordered to pay the money
back.
Jake Dean, 24, took cabs in Brighton, Peacehaven
and London before telling drivers he did not have the
money to pay them.
The fraudster promised he would pay them the following day but instead strung them along with promise of payment. He was later sacked from sales job in
Canary Wharf over the scam.
Sentencing chair of Brighton magistrates John
Tierney said: "The fraud offences are so serious it is
enough to make a community order for the four
charges."
He was given a 12 month community order with the
requirement for 80 hours unpaid work and ordered
to pay £511 in fares owed to the drivers and £120 in
court costs.

Jailed for multiple frauds
A WOMAN has been sentenced for multiple frauds
totalling more than £20,000.
Kelly Jane Hodd, 29, unemployed, of Martingale
Close, St Leonards, preyed on her victims in the
Hastings and Rother area during 2015 and 2016,
while already on bail charged with separate fraud
offences for which she was later sent to prison.
The mother of two appeared at Lewes Crown Court
having pleaded guilty at earlier hearings to 19 counts
of fraud and related offences.
Hodd was sentenced to 18 months in prison suspended for two years on each count, to run concurrently. She was also ordered to undertake 240 hours
of unpaid work.
She befriended single mothers at private schools,
gained their friendship and trust and then committed
fraud by arranging fictitious holidays and collecting
the money from her victims, before using the money
to make small instalments for the private education
of her own children and to fund her lifestyle.
Hodd also used false details and forged documents
to obtain places at the schools for her children.
In one instance, she provided false Canadian school
reports claiming the children had been educated in
Canada, rather than admitting that the children were
at a Hastings private school where she had not paid
the fees.
Her own children went from one private school to
another, four in total. until the fees amounted to several thousand pounds at each and she was asked to
remove them due to the unpaid bills and the realisation of the fraud.
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Pastors bringing Xmas cheer
nearby pubs and clubs. They offer help, care
and assistance to those who are at risk or in
need of such help.
City Pastors is a part of the Christian
Nightlife Initiative which was first introduced
in Halifax in 2005 and echoes the model of
the Street Pastors scheme which was
launched in south London in 2003.
Between the two schemes there are now
more than 420 similar projects across the
UK, and similar schemes abroad covering
places like Nottingham, Hertfordshire, Suffolk,
Kent, Essex, Stoke, Birmingham, Surrey,
Sussex - in fact every UK town and city.
The scheme is designed to be a visible and
caring presence on the streets of the City at
times when some people may have
become vulnerable and in need of
help and support. Generally this
will be on Thursday, Friday
and/or Saturday evenings,
between the hours of
10pm and 2am.
They will be wearing
uniform and reflective
jackets, clearly marked
up as ‘City of London
Street Pastors’.
To learn more,
email
cityoflondonpastors@gmail.com

WE have all become used to the antics of
drinkers, many worse for wear, who seem
hell bent on causing trouble when they leave
the pub or club, but they also pose an intimidating threat to innocent people.
Across the country – and more recently in
the City of London – a new team has arrived
to make sure that those who appear at risk
get home safely.
The City of London Pastors (City Pastors), is
a church-based organisation which sees volunteers walk the streets at night to help
those in need, a calming influence amidst the
mayhem.
With the support of the City of London
Police, City of London Corporation and local
churches, the newly launched City of
London Pastors took to the
streets of the Square Mile
and their first deployment followed a service at City Temple.
City Pastors is a faith-based
initiative which sees trained volunteers recruited from the local
Christian church community
patrol streets at night and
visit pubs and nightclubs
aiming to assist members of
the public.
The initiative operates
across the country and
involves groups of
trained and clearly
identified members of
local churches
patrolling, generally in
groups of four, late at
night in the areas that
are busy with late
night revellers who
have recently left
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Home and away
Real life paw patrol
A 'PAW PATROL' crime-busting scheme has
been welcomed by dog walkers who will act
as "the eyes and ears of the community."
The Paws on Patrol scheme has been
launched in Wolverhampton in a bid to tackle everything from dog fouling and fly tipping
to anti-social behaviour, drug dealing and
dangerous driving.
Dog walkers who sign up are asked to
report such issues to West Midlands Police,
Wolverhampton council or another relevant
authority.
The new initiative has been launched by
Safer Wolverhampton Partnership, which
aims to tackle issues of crime and community safety.
Partners include West Midlands Police, the
council, West Midlands Fire and Rescue
Service, Wolverhampton Clinical
Commissioning Group and Wolverhampton
Homes.
Paws on Patrol is funded by the West
Midlands Police and Crime Commissioner’s
Active Citizens Fund.
Dog owners who sign up will be issued
with a membership card, containing contact
details for the police, Wolverhampton’s AntiSocial Behaviour Team and the Customer
Services team at the council.
As a thank-you for their involvement, they
will also receive a reflective dog collar for
their pet, a poop bag holder and poop bags.

Betting giants fined
ONLINE gambling giant 888 was hit with a
record £7.8 million penalty after allowing
thousands of customers banned from the
site to carry on betting.
Industry watchdog, the Gambling
Commission, found 7,000 customers who
had tried to “self-exclude” themselves from
888’s websites were able to carry on placing

bets on bingo games because of a technical
glitch.
Around £3.5 million was wagered in total
over 13 months by self-excluded customers
and, separately, more than £1 million by one
gambler.
The firm said it “regrets the historic failings” and had concluded a voluntary settlement with the regulator thereby dodging a
formal fine.
Gambling Commission chief executive
Sarah Harrison said: “Safeguarding consumers is not optional. This penalty package
of just under £8 million reflects the seriousness of 888’s failings.”

University loses £7.5m
CANADA’S MacEwan University claims staff
members unwittingly handed over $9.5m
(C$11.8m; £7.5m) in an online phishing
scam.
Fraudulent emails convinced staff at
MacEwan University that one of its clients
was changing its bank account details. Staff
then paid money into the fraudulently created account.
The university, in Edmonton, Alberta, is
auditing its business practices.
Police have traced most of the funds to
accounts in Hong Kong and Montreal, but no
charges have been laid.
The scam came to light when the real
client complained of non-payment.
"There is never a good time for something
like this to happen," university spokesperson
David Beharry said in a statement.
"We want to assure them and the community that our IT systems were not compromised during this incident."

Keep out of town
FLETCHER Stallard has been banned from
every pub in Merton and Sutton and warned
he will be arrested if he breaks the order.
He is prohibited from entering any licensed
premise across the two boroughs, including
restaurants, off-licenses, pubs, clubs, and
bars.
He is also unable to purchase alcohol from
any supermarket or be in possession of any
open carrier of alcohol in a public place.
The Criminal Behaviour Order against him,
applied for by Merton Police, lasts for three
years. A breach of the order will lead to
Stallard's arrest and potentially a fine or
prison sentence.

Help for Thai women
THAILAND is offering a free course to help
Thai women cope with the highs and lows of
inter-racial marriage and avoid potential
scams or falling victim to human trafficking
when moving abroad.
As Thai society becomes more accepting of
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inter-racial marriages, some women view
them as a way to better their economic status, the social development ministry says.
“Our course will teach women how to conduct themselves, about the laws of their destination country, and how to prepare before
going,” said senior ministry official Patcharee
Arayakul.
“This is to reduce the risks of women being
scammed or being a victim of human trafficking,” added Patcharee, director of the
ministry’s division of gender equality.
Although there is no recent data on such
marriages, a 2004 government study showed
more than 15,000 women from one of the
poorest regions, northeastern Isan, had married foreign men, and sent a monthly total of
122 million baht to their families.

Broadband scam alert
WE have been been made aware of a new
scam regarding broadband.
One of our colleagues received a phone
call from someone purporting to be from
their broadband supplier (Virgin Media in
this case), saying that their router/hub had
been corrupted.
Being an ex IT professional, he decided to
hear what they wanted him to do. He was
asked to boot up his PC and go onto the
internet.
This is obviously a scam as it came a) from
a cold call and b) how would anyone not resident in the property know that a router/hub
was compromised?
We suspect that this scam is not restricted
to Virgin Media customers. The matter has
been reported to Virgin Media who are taking appropriate steps.
If you have caller ID on your phone, the
number the call came from was
06129172646.
If you receive such a phone call, don’t do
as they ask, as you risk identity theft or
more. Please remember to be safe when
online and make sure that your antivirus
security is up to date.

Wells Fargo scandal
THE scandal of employees at Wells Fargo
creating 2.1 million fake bank accounts and
credit card numbers to boost sales figures
has just got bigger.
After review of retail banking accounts dating back to the beginning of 2009, Wells
Fargo reveals that the number is in fact 3.5
million accounts.
As reported last year, the bank was fined
$185 million, including a record $100 million
by the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (CFPB). Wells Fargo also fired at least
5,300 employees who were involved in the
shady deals. In March, Wells Fargo said it
would pay $110 million to settle a class
action lawsuit brought by US consumers.
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FOR the majority of people the Christmas
festive season is one of celebration and
enjoyment. People finish work and can
let their hair down to celebrate and spend
more time with their children, friends and
family.
The downside of all this celebration and
the Christmas period is that it presents a
massive opportunity for would be thieves to
strike and break into your property and also
carry out many crimes that can have an
impact on your personal security, business
safety and the most obvious one, your
Christmas presents.
These Christmas Crime Prevention Tips
should help you to increase safety and
security to prevent you becoming a victim
of a festive crime. We have broken this
down into four main Christmas Crime
Prevention areas;
Personal Protection
Home Protection
Business Protection
Presents/Christmas Shopping
Personal Protection
Keeping yourself safe is the number one
priority at anytime.If you keep yourself safe
you can help others.
Around Christmas there is a massive
increase in work parties and socialising
with friends and family which presents an
increased risk of becoming a victim of
Christmas crime.
n Drink in moderation – It is easier said
than done however when you drink more
alcohol than usual you can lose your inhibitions and act out of character which in itself
could present you with a dangerous situation. Keeping your wits about you will
decrease the risk of crime.
n Book a taxi or a lift – organising a lift
home or booking a taxi before going out
over Christmas will ensure that you get
home safely and are not putting yourself in
a position where you do not recognise the
hire company, driver or area especially if
you are out-of-town.
n Keep in the spotlight – If you cannot stay
in a group for whatever reason for the
whole night or day always try to stick to
public areas so that people are aware of
you and don’t walk down unlit areas that
can leave you susceptible to danger.
Home Protection
Keeping your home safe will increase the
safety factor of not only your property but
also your personal safety and Christmas
presents/shopping so it is of paramount
importance.
n Many people like to visit friends and relatives or even go on a holiday to enjoy some
winter sun, when leaving your home unattended always make sure to lock the doors
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Safety must be your
key this Christmas
and windows as a first port of call to ensure
no one can gain easy access to the home.
n Set your alarm and security and close or
open curtains regularly. This can be difficult
but if you have a neighbour or family member you can trust they could quite easily do
this at random times so a potential thief
does not see an exact patter. A timer can
also control the lights.
n Keep presents out of view – placing presents in plain view of windows will only draw
attention to your house and its contents,
keep presents away from public view as
best as possible.
n Dispose of boxes and rubbish discreetly –
Leaving big boxes outside will give away the
fact that you have new large, valuable items
in the house.
Business Security
A lot of the rules and tips that apply for
Home Protection are the same however
here some vital business security tips.
n All businesses, depending on the industry will more than likely be closing for a
least the main Christmas holiday days up to
two weeks. During this time it is essential
to make sure the property remains secure
and that you know who holds keys, alarm
codes and access to the building. Keeping a
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key holder list and having a secure copy of
who has security details will help the police
if there is any crime which can help with
asset recovery.
n Regularly visit the business property –
This will ensure that you can safeguard the
building, contents and anything else that
has worth to your company.
Presents/Christmas Shopping
Right from buying the presents through to
taking them home to storing them, there
are some vital considerations to think
about.
n Pay with a Visa or Debit card – carrying
large amounts of cash could see you out-ofpocket if you lose it, it is stolen or it is misplaced. Using a VISA or bank debit card will
ensure that any false transactions can be
refunded, keep everything recorded in case
of theft at any stage.
n Keep your wallet, purse and belongings
close to hand – zip pockets will keep a wallet or purse safe, keeping your handbag and
present bags close to hand in your line of
visibility will also increase their safety.
n Do not leave presents on display in your
vehicle – this entices potential thieves to
damage your car and also steal your
belongings which would be devastating. If
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Trading Standards demands action by the Government

Car clocking could cost lives if a vehicle has covered far more miles than quoted by the seller

Time to ban car clocking
CAR clocking gives the motor industry a bad
name, but worse still it can cost lives.
Anyone buying a secondhand car wants to
know they are buying something with genuine
mileage so that the vehicle price reflects the age
and miles covered.
But Chartered Trading Standards Institute
(CTSI) chief executive, Leon Livermore, has
written to the Department of Transport (DoT),
calling for restrictive measures to halt the
increase in car clocking following their response
to odometer adjustment fraud.
Car clocking is the practice of altering a vehicle’s odometer reading to display a lower mileage
than the vehicle has travelled. Though altering
the mileage is not an offence, the selling of
‘clocked’ vehicles without disclosing the alteration is illegal.
Fraudulently selling clocked vehicle can raise
the sale price, as well as be used by consumers to
avoid mileage penalty fees in car finance agreements. According to HPI, one in sixteen vehicles
are predicted to have had its odometer adjusted1.
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In September last year, the government commissioned a consultation paper on road worthiness testing in tractors, within which a number
of concerns were raised over clocking in general
vehicles.
In the Government’s response to the consultation, they issued a non-committal response to
the clocking issue, simply stating: “The
Government will consider further what measures,
if any, are needed.”
The response has drawn criticism from various consumer rights groups and car-trade businesses for failing to address the issue.
In his letter to DoT Minster John Hayes,
Livermore said: “The majority of respondents
were in favour of legal changes yet the
Government stopped short of giving a timetable
when changes would be made.”
Elaborating on the detrimental effects clocking has on trading standards, Livermore said:
“Those providing mileage correction services can
do so with impunity despite very limited occasions where the practice is actually justified. This
unfettered ability to reduce mileages places sig-
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nificant resource and evidential burdens on trading standards officers who have to investigate and
take action.”
Livermore is calling for new restrictive measured to stop car clocking.
“CTSI would seek to restrict the legitimate
changing of a vehicle's mileage to the manufacturer alone,” he said. “We would suggest that
anyone other than the manufacturer who
changes the mileage should be committing a
specific legal offence.”
“Vehicle manufacturers should also be
encouraged to build in anti-tamper mechanisms
or backup data (cloud databases) to actively prevent third party tampering.”
Backing CTSI's call, RAC spokesman Pete
Williams said: “It is absolutely ludicrous that
shady operators are able to advertise their services putting motorists at risk of buying a car with a
tampered mileage, disguising its true history and
likely level of wear and tear. We strongly urge the
Government to outlaw the practice, provide genuine protection for consumers and to ensure
that this is stamped out once and for all.”
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Sussex PCC pledges £100k for helping kids at risk
SUSSEX Police and Crime Commissioner Katy
Bourne has pledged up to £100,000 of new
funding for support services after a report
commissioned by her office found boys and
young men risk being overlooked as potential victims of sexual exploitation.
A six-month study by the YMCA Downslink
Group’s WiSE (What is Sexual Exploitation)
FOR ten years a Sophisticated gang of Sussex
fraudsters carried out a £107.9 million fraud
selling fake eco-investment plans as a tax
break for wealthy investors.
What they didn’t know was that for ten
years they were being monitored … by HM
Revenue and Customs investigators.
Last month their criminal empire came
crumbling down when the gang was locked up
for 45 year for carrying out one of the UKs
biggest tax crimes.
And it included Old Etonian Jonathan
Anwyl,whose mother ws a QC and respected
Circuit judge.
The gang won’t get away with their ill-gotten games either because as the trial ended at
Southwark Crown Court, Simon York, Director
of Fraud Investigation Service, HMRC said
they would now be setting out to recover the
proceeds of this crime.
“This was an audacious and cynical fraud on
an astonishing scale, characterised by greed
and a complete disregard for the ecological
causes the perpetrators claimed to be supporting,” said Mr York.
“Instead the group spent investors’ money
on their own lavish lifestyles.
“These individuals thought they had worked
out the perfect fraud. At every step they used
contrived offshore structures, complex transactions and blatant lies in an attempt to hide
their tracks and derail our criminal investigation.
“But the determination and professionalism
of our teams has shown, yet again, that we
will not hesitate to bring fraudsters to justice.
Work has now begun to recover the proceeds
of this crime in order to fund vital public services.”
The gang were previously found guilty of
cheating the public revenue by a jury, having
pleaded not guilty to their crimes in February.
Sentencing the men, judge Andrew Edis
said: “You played with high stakes and lost. It
was bare-faced dishonesty and you did everything to inflict loss on the public, the people
who pay their taxes, who were also victims.
“It was utter dishonesty, sophisticated planning and astonishing greed hidden behind a
mask of concern for the environment.”
The men, led by Cambridge-educated engineer Michael Richards, 55, from Milton Street,
Alfriston, East Sussex, lured wealthy individuals to invest in largely fake environmental
projects with the promise of a tax break.
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Project has revealed a complex picture in
Brighton and Hove and East Sussex with the
wider public failing to realise boys may be at
risk as well as girls.
The majority of people interviewed for the
report considered girls to be more vulnerable
than boys, acknowledging that sexual
exploitation of boys and young men ‘must go

on’ but it wasn’t something they had contemplated.
Boys were considered by many to be more
likely to be seen as perpetrators rather than
victims.
The research showed gaps in the knowledge of ways in which boys and young men
could fall victim.

Left, solicitor Rodney Whiston-Dew, right, son of a QC Jonathan Anwyl

Judge’s son in
£107m fraud
He led the group to create and trade Carbon
Emission Reduction Certificates, which help
countries hit environmental emissions targets
set by the United Nations.
Former music industry executive and business consultant Eudoros Demetriou, 77, used
his contacts to add credibility to the scheme.
The crime group, also made up of bankers,
businessmen, a solicitor, used the investors’
money to fund their lavish lifestyles, buying
properties around the world, expensive jewellery and enjoying luxury holidays.
But an intensive investigation by HMRC
investigators lasting ten years revealed the
scheme was nothing more than a fraud based
on a complex series of contrived bank and
paper transactions.
Richards was assisted by entrepreneur
Robert Gold, 49, of Dubai, described in court
as Richards’ bulldog and negotiator who
ensured the fraudulent deals actually took
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place. Gold’s father Malcolm was also
involved. Robert Gold diverted money from
the scheme to purchase properties in the UK
and Dubai for himself.
Rodney Whiston-Dew, 66, from south-east
London – a solicitor and former president of
the Rotary Club of London – set up the complex offshore structures to disguise the true
nature of the fraud and hide the money, none
of which was declared to HMRC.
The other group members found guilty at
Southwark Crown Court included environmentalist and business consultant Jonathan Anwyl,
44, of Yeomans, Ringmer, East Sussex, jailed
for five and a half years.
Richards and Robert Gold were jailed for 11
years, Whiston-Dew for 10 years, Demetriou
was handed six years and Anwyl was jailed for
five and a half years and Malcom Gold was
jailed for 20 months.
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